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these determinants as “treatment status” defined as “local access to the
program at relevant ages” or “exposure to a local characteristic,” which is based
on location of birth and age information). These linked data can be used to
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Bureau, require a thorough understanding of statistics related to the place
where the U.S. population was born. First, many government agencies and
researchers are interested in documenting migration patterns and understanding how migration varies regionally and by various demographic characteristics
(such as race, education, etc.). Why are some places growing and others not?
Which factors attract population or cause population to move out? Secondly,
researchers are increasingly interested in incorporating more specific
geographic detail on place of birth than is
typically included in public use datasets.
One reason for this is the increasing body
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generates data that help determine how more than $675 billion in federal and
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longer-term economic, demographic, and mobility processes (we subsequently
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The Central Plains Research Data Center (CPRDC) is a special research facility at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln that is operated in partnership with the U.S. Census Bureau to provide researchers with
approved projects access to restricted-use federal data. Data are available from a number of federal agencies, including the Census Bureau, the National Center for Health Statistics, the Internal Revenue
Service, the Bureau of Labor Statistics, and other agencies. Restricted access data sets are typically more detailed and provide finer geographic coverage than public use data sets. A Census administrator is
on site to assist researchers in the development of proposals, to facilitate security clearances, and to assist in implementation of approved research projects. The purpose of the CPRDC is to enhance
academic research, research infrastructure, and the recruitment of research oriented faculty and graduate students. The CPRDC is supported by a consortium of university entities including the University
of Nebraska-Lincoln, the University of Nebraska Medical Center, Iowa State University, the University of Iowa, and the University of South Dakota.

